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A System for Real-Time Measurement of the Brachial
Artery Diameter in B-Mode Ultrasound Images

Vincenzo Gemignani*, Francesco Faita, Lorenzo Ghiadoni, Elisa Poggianti, and Marcello Demi

Abstract—The measurement of the brachial artery diameter is
frequently used in clinical studies for evaluating the flow-medi-
ated dilation and, in conjunction with the blood pressure value,
for assessing arterial stiffness. This paper presents a system for
computing the brachial artery diameter in real-time by analyzing
B-mode ultrasound images. The method is based on a robust edge
detection algorithm which is used to automatically locate the two
walls of the vessel. The measure of the diameter is obtained with
subpixel precision and with a temporal resolution of 25 samples/s,
so that the small dilations induced by the cardiac cycle can also be
retrieved. The algorithm is implemented on a standalone video pro-
cessing board which acquires the analog video signal from the ul-
trasound equipment. Results are shown in real-time on a graphical
user interface. The system was tested both on synthetic ultrasound
images and in clinical studies of flow-mediated dilation. Accuracy,
robustness, and intra/inter observer variability of the method were
evaluated.

Index Terms—Brachial artery, flow-mediated dilation, real-time
systems, ultrasound.

I. INTRODUCTION

SYSTEMS for the measurement of the brachial artery
diameter are assuming considerable importance in car-

diovascular medicine. The main interest is generated by the
assessment of the endothelium-dependent flow mediated di-
lation (FMD) [1], [2]. The examination, which is based on
ultrasound imaging, consists in the measurement of the brachial
artery diameter at rest and after reactive hyperemia induced
by ischemia of the forearm. An impaired FMD response has
been related to cardiovascular risk factors such as smoking
[3], [4], hypercholesterolemia [5], [6], hypertension [7], [8],
diabetes [9], [10], and hyperhomocysteinemia [11]. The tech-
nique is attractive because it is noninvasive, well tolerated, and
reproducible [12], so it has been used in a variety of studies.
The measurement of the brachial artery diameter is also of
interest when assessing changes in the cross-sectional area
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of the lumen during the cardiac cycle. This measure can be
related to pressure waveform [13] and used to evaluate other
parameters of high clinical interest, such as distensibility and
compliance, which are used to identify vascular changes related
to arteriosclerosis [14], [15].

The first studies on the brachial artery were carried out by
way of manual analysis on B-mode ultrasound images, where
the borders of the vessel were identified by means of electronic
calipers. The mean between at least three measurements on a
single image was commonly used to reduce variability. How-
ever, manual analysis showed evident disadvantages as it is a
time consuming technique which can lack accuracy and objec-
tivity, so that automations of the measurement were proposed.
Most of the methods for automatic or semiautomatic quantifica-
tion of the FMD were based on offline analysis of B-mode ultra-
sound images, which were recorded by a video cassette recorder
(VCR) or stored in a workstation [16]–[20]. In [21], a method
for online analysis based on artificial neural networks was pre-
sented, which was used to measure the diameter of the artery in
real-time during FMD examinations. The paper shows how the
method was also able to recover the small dilation during the
cardiac cycle, where, however, an average measure over sev-
eral cardiac events was necessary to quantify this value. An
online analysis with high spatial resolution was obtained only
in papers where the radio-frequency (RF) signal was analyzed,
which is the technique most frequently used to retrieve the diam-
eter waveform [22]–[24]. This approach usually requires special
equipment since standard cardiovascular ultrasound systems do
not make RF signals available. Furthermore, the presence of the
B-mode image is nevertheless required to locate the artery ex-
actly and is of great help during the examination to maintain the
correct position.

The availability of results in real-time is of particular im-
portance in FMD studies. In these examinations, the quality of
the image is a critical component that can compromise the suc-
cess of the measurement [2]. Indeed, a proper image must be
maintained for several minutes to best quantify the transitory
response induced by the endothelium. For this reason, adjust-
ments of the position of the probe may be required during the
examination, especially to compensate small movements of the
patient. The sonographer is largely helped in this task by an im-
mediate feedback from the measurement system. Another ad-
vantage of online analysis is the absence of those drawbacks
associated with video storing. Recording the video by a VCR
means a reduction of the image quality, while an acquisition on
a PC requires a large amount of memory. Finally, a real-time
examination is obviously less time consuming and this is also
an important aspect in clinical applications.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: the mechanical probe holder, the video processing device, and the GUI are shown.

The system we present in this paper is able to compute the
brachial artery diameter in real-time with a temporal resolu-
tion of 25 samples/s. This result is obtained by processing the
B-mode images acquired by the video signal which is usually
available in every ultrasound system, so no special ultrasound
equipment is required. The method we adopted is based on a
fast and robust edge detector, which is used to locate the two
borders of the artery. The distance between these borders fur-
nishes the measure of the diameter, which is obtained with the
precision necessary to retrieve the small variation induced by
the cardiac cycle. The system was tested on synthetic ultrasound
images and in in vivo FMD examinations.

II. METHOD

The method is based on a contour tracking technique applied
to B-mode images of a longitudinal section of the vessel. De-
tecting the borders of the vessel may prove to be difficult be-
cause of the limited quality of the images and because of the
presence of speckle noise. We approached the problem by using
a new robust edge detector which, in a previous work [25], [26],
proved to be also suitable for real-time implementations. This
mathematical operator was used in a contour tracking algorithm
which was especially designed for the brachial artery. Since the
shift of the artery wall is only a few pixels, a temporal filter was
added to constrain the movement of the contours. Moreover, the
algorithm was modified with some ad hoc adjustments so as to
exploit some peculiarities of the images under investigation.

The algorithm was implemented on a standalone video
processing device based on a digital signal processing (DSP)
board. The device acquires the analog video signal from an
ultrasound system and shows the results on a graphical user
interface (GUI). A mouse and a keyboard are available to op-
erate the device. The procedure must be initialized by manually
tracing two approximated starting borders, an operation that
also defines the region of interest (ROI) where the diameter will
be computed. This operation is carried out in a GUI window
where the ultrasound images are displayed in real-time. The
elaboration starts immediately afterwards. The value of the

diameter is shown by a numerical display and is plotted on two
graphs: the first graph shows the instantaneous measure over a
time scale of 5 s; the second graph shows the mean value of the
diameter computed over 2 s and displayed over a time scale of
9 min (Fig. 1).

Once initialized, the system does not require any other inter-
vention by the sonographer, who will direct his/her efforts to-
wards maintaining a consistent image throughout the entire ex-
amination. In order to make this task easier, a mechanical probe
holder, which is similar to those used by [17], was adopted.
The device is composed of a jointed arm positioned on a slide
which allows micrometric movements of the probe in the direc-
tion which is perpendicular to the artery, as we found this to be
the most important adjustment necessary to refocus the image.

A. Edge Detector

The edge detector we used is named “mass center of the gray
level variability.” A detailed description of the mathematical
operator and the analysis of its performances in a generic task
of real-time contour tracking can be found in [25]. In this paper,
we review just some of its characteristics, which are useful to
describe the algorithm we developed for the brachial artery.

The mass center of the gray level variability is a vectorial
operator defined as follows. Let be the gray level map
of an image and let and be two circular domains with
radii and defined as

(1)

where represents the integer numbers and are the coor-
dinates of a generic pixel with respect to a Cartesian plane with
origin in . The sizes of the two domains are chosen
so that , that is . Let us compute the mean
value of on the circular domain

(2)
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Fig. 2. (a) The b vector computed at the point p is perpendicular to the dis-
continuity and locates a new point p which is closer to the discontinuity than
p. (b) The nearest point p of the discontinuity can be located by iteratively
computing b. (c) Vector b is computed atN equidistant points of the approxi-
mated contour aW so as to obtain a new set ofN points which are closer to the
border. A new contourW is obtained by the linear regression of the new set of
points. (d) The algorithm is repeated iteratively until the solution converges to
the discontinuity W.

where is a normalized Gaussian weight function with
standard deviation equal to . Let us now associate every
pixel of the circular domain to a mass so that

(3)
where is a normalized Gaussian weight function with
standard deviation equal to . The function rep-
resents the spatial distribution of the “variability of the gray
levels” of the domain with respect to the local mean
computed at point . In other words, the function measures how
much the gray level of a point in differs from the local mean
value computed in the domain .

Let us now compute the mass center of the function
as

(4)
where is a discrete vector with components . In this
way, vector joins point to the mass center of the vari-
ability of the gray levels of the domain .

When computed at a point in the neighborhood of a discon-
tinuity between the gray levels of an image, (4) gives a vector

that has two important properties Fig. 2(a): 1) is perpendic-
ular to the discontinuity; 2) applied to locates a new point

which is closer to the discontinuity than , independently of
the distance from and the discontinuity.

According to these properties, when a starting point is
given, the nearest point of the discontinuity can be located

by iteratively computing the mass center of the gray level
variability. When any new iteration occurs, the starting point is
the mass center which is determined by means of the previous
iteration Fig. 2(b). It is worth noting that the algorithm con-
verges only if the size of the domain is greater than the
distance between and the discontinuity.

B. Contour Tracking Algorithm

The contour tracking algorithm is based on the assumption
that the segment of the vessel under investigation can be cor-
rectly approximated with a cylinder. If we look at the geometry
of the brachial artery, we find that this statement is reasonably
true for segments of the vessel which are 1–2 cm in length.

With this assumption, the two borders of the longitudinal sec-
tion of the vessel are approximated by two straight segments.
For each of the two borders, let us suppose the starting point to
be an approximated contour aW which is a segment in the neigh-
borhood of the discontinuity. We will use vector to converge
from points of aW to points of the searched for border W. The
algorithm consists of the following steps [Fig. 2(c) and (d)].

1) Vector is computed at equidistant points of the ap-
proximated contour aW so that a new set of points,
which are closer to the border W, is obtained.

2) The linear regression of the new set of points is com-
puted, thus obtaining a new contour which better ap-
proximates the searched for border.

3) Steps one and two are repeated times, until the con-
tour converges to a solution.

Experimentally, we found that the algorithm converges very
quickly, with a number of steps that is less than 5, so that we set

to be the maximum number of iterations.
This algorithm can easily be extended to the whole video se-

quence, where the approximated contour at the th frame is the
contour computed at the th frame. In this way, once
we have the approximated borders on the first image of the se-
quence, we can automatically locate the borders throughout the
whole sequence.

FMD sequences frequently contain some bad quality images
resulting from small movements of the patient. In such images,
the algorithm can converge to a completely wrong border and
the error can propagate in the subsequent images, causing the al-
gorithm to start from wrong approximated contours. As we pre-
viously stated, there is very little movement of the brachial walls
during the FMD study and, consequently, the position of the ap-
proximated contour should not vary quickly. This assumption
can be used to improve the robustness of the contour tracking
algorithm where, rather than only use the contour obtained on
the previous frame, the approximated contour is computed as
the mean position of the contours obtained on the frames

th to th.
A larger value for provides a more robust mechanism.

However, a large temporal filtering can lead to failures when the
position of the artery walls really changes in the space of a few
images. This happens, for example, when the artery dilates and
when the cuff is inflated or deflated. Experimentally, we found
that an acceptable value is .
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Fig. 3. (a) The approximated far wall aFW is the segment parallel to
mFW (mean position of the far walls computed on the previous N
frames) at a distance " towards the inner part of the vessel. The approximated
near wall aNW is the segment parallel tomFW at a distancemd �",
where md is the mean value of the diameters calculated on the previous
N images. (b) NW and FW are computed by starting from aNW

and aFW , respectively.

C. Aspects Related to Ultrasound

The algorithm described so far was further modified so as to
take into account two peculiarities of brachial ultrasound im-
ages, which can be used to improve the robustness of the pro-
cedure. The first one is that the two borders of the vessel are
not of the same quality. The near wall (NW), that is the border
which is closer to the probe, is generally less defined than the
far wall (FW) because large trailing echoes from the adventitia
extend into the media and the intima [27]. Due to this charac-
teristic of the images, the FW can be located more easily and
more accurately than the NW, so that we used the former as a
reference point for computing the latter. The other feature we
exploited is that the area which is internal to the vessel is less
noisy than the external area. This difference is due to the pres-
ence of blood, which generates weak echoes. The presence of a
region with less noise is advantageously exploited by the edge
detection algorithm. This is obtained simply by forcing the al-
gorithm to locate the two borders by starting from the internal
part of the vessel.

These two peculiarities were used to modify the way the two
approximated contours were obtained. As for the FW, we used
a simple variation of the algorithm described so far where, once
the mean position of the previous contours is
computed, the approximated contour is the segment
parallel to at a distance towards the inner part of
the vessel (Fig. 3). In this way, the assessment of the current
contour began from points in the inner region of the
vessel, where the noise is less. As regards the NW, since the
quality of this discontinuity is worse than that of the FW, we
also computed the approximated contour by starting
from . Let be the mean value of the diameters
calculated on the previous images, then was ob-
tained as the parallel to at a distance .

D. The Final Algorithm

To summarize, for the nth image of the sequence, the contour
tracking algorithm consists of the following steps.

1) Retrieval of information from previous images. The
mean position mFW(n) of the far walls obtained in
the previous frames and the mean value of
the diameters obtained in the previous frames are
computed.

2) Contour approximation. The approximated contour
is computed as the segment parallel to

at a distance towards the inner part of the vessel. The
approximated contour is computed as the
segment parallel to at a distance
towards the inner part of the vessel.

3) Contour and diameter computation. The contour
and the contour are obtained by starting from

and , respectively, then the diameter is
computed.

The diameter is computed by starting from the two final bor-
ders which, in theory, should be parallel. In practice, however,
this hypothesis is not exactly true and an approximation must be
introduced. Since we assumed that the FW is better estimated
than the NW, the FW is taken as the reference line and the di-
ameter is computed as the mean value of the distances between
points of the NW and the line FW. More efficiently, the diam-
eter is computed as the distance between the central point of the
segment NW and the line FW.

The whole algorithm must be initialized with a starting border
FW and a starting value for the diameter of the vessel. The sono-
grapher provides this information by manually tracing two ap-
proximated borders before the procedure is started, an operation
that does not require particular precision. The starting diameter
is obtained by calculating the distance between these two bor-
ders.

In FMD examinations, the initialization of the contours
should be carried out only once, before taking the baseline
measurement. However, a reinitialization may be required
during the exam, when the contour tracking algorithm con-
verges to a wrong solution. A typical example is when one of
the two contours converges to a wrong border, usually outside
the vessel. In these cases, the sonographer can drag this contour
to the correct position and the algorithm automatically restarts
without changes in the ROI. When more severe failures occur,
contours can be entirely retraced.

E. Implementation Overview

A stand-alone video processing board [28] was used for the
real-time analysis. The main component (Fig. 4) is the Texas
Instruments’ TMS32C6415, a high performance digital signal
processor particularly suited for computationally intensive
video processing applications. The board contains an analog
video decoder, which can acquire the video signal generated by
the ultrasound equipment, and a VGA video output, which is
used for the GUI. A USB port is available to connect the mouse
and keyboard, and an Ethernet port permits communication
with a remote workstation.

The architecture of the system is not very different from that
of a small PC equipped with a frame grabber, as both the sys-
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the DSP video processing system.

tems are based on a programmable processor and have similar
peripherals. The complexity of our device is lower than that of
a PC, as our system was not designed for general-purpose ap-
plications. However, its processing power is remarkably higher
and the real-time execution of the code is ensured by a special
operating system. In addition, a software framework is already
available for the development of video processing applications.
This software, which was developed for simplifying the use of
the system, manages video data flow, the GUI and all the pe-
ripherals present in the system.

The above described algorithm was implemented in opti-
mized C language and was integrated in the framework. The
computation of the edge detector (4) is the part of the algorithm
which most affects the elaboration time since it has to be
carried out several times. When for each of the two contours
is computed at points and when the worst case is con-
sidered, i.e., where the contour tracking algorithm converges in
five steps, the computation of the edge detector is repeated 200
times. However, the execution of this type of algorithm in the
TMS32C6415 is very fast because the processor is optimized
for both multiply-and-accumulate operations and for absolute
value of difference operations [29]. In the end, the real-time
performance was achieved without great difficulty as the overall
CPU load turned out to be 13%.

III. EXPERIMENTATION

The method was initially tested on sequences of synthetic ul-
trasound images. The aim of the simulation, which was car-
ried out offline by using a PC, was to estimate the accuracy
and precision of the algorithm in assessing the diameter. Sub-
sequently, the method was tested in in vivo studies of flow me-
diated dilation and the agreement with a manual gold standard,
the intra/inter observer variability and the robustness of the tech-
nique were evaluated. Finally, a comparison with another auto-
matic measurement method was reported.

A. Synthetic Images

Synthetic images of the brachial artery were obtained by
using the ultrasound simulation program Field II [30]. A
three-dimensional phantom was made, where the brachial
artery was modeled as a cylinder which was positioned parallel
to the probe at a distance from the surface of the probe itself
Fig. 5(a). 100 000 scatterers were randomly distributed within
the volume of the phantom and strong scatterers were placed
to simulate boundaries [31]. This setup was used to generate a
sequence of images that reproduces the small vasodilations due
to the cardiac cycle. The changes of diameter (ranging from

Fig. 5. (a) Geometry of the phantom used to generate synthetic images of the
brachial artery. (b) Example of a synthetic image of the brachial artery obtained
by Field II.

3.9 mm to 4.0 mm) were obtained by moving all the scatterers
in the radial direction with respect to the axis of the artery.
A slow movement in the direction from to

was also added to simulate a variation in the
vertical position of the probe.

Scans were made by simulating a 13 MHz linear array
vascular probe with 192 elements. The images we obtained
were B-mode 256 gray levels images with a resolution of 13
pixels/mm Fig. 5(b). A sequence of 100 images was synthe-
sized, which simulates five cardiac cycles. The diameter in
the th image is

(5)

where (3.9 mm) and .
The sequence was analyzed both manually and automatically

by an expert. The manual measurement was carried out by using
a software utility developed in Matlab, which implemented an
algorithm similar to that used in automatic analysis: the sono-
grapher had to manually locate ten points on both the near and
the far wall, then the two borders of the vessel were obtained by
the linear regression of the two sets of points. In the automatic
measurement, the expert had only to trace the starting contour
on the first frame of the sequence, then the diameter was com-
puted without human intervention in all the subsequent images.

B. Brachial Images

The method was tested on a total of 270 FMD examinations,
taken from three clinical studies. The subjects were 48% F 52%
M, their age varied between 18 and 76 years and the body mass
index was between 20 and 34 . 18% of the patients were
healthy subjects, 16% were affected by coronary disease, 53%
had cardiovascular risk factors, and 13% had other patholo-
gies which were not related to cardiovascular risks. The data-set
covers a wide range of brachial artery diameters, responses to
FMD and image quality (Fig. 6).

All the scans were carried out by an experienced vascular
sonographer and were analyzed online. In order to allow a rep-
etition of the measurements, the sequences were also recorded
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Fig. 6. Result of automatic analysis on three images of different quality. (a)
High quality—the walls of the vessel are clearly visible and well defined. (b)
Medium quality—the walls of the vessel are clearly visible but they are not well
defined. (c) Poor quality—the walls of the vessel are not clearly visible and
echoes may be present within the vessel.

on a PC with an image resolution of 768 576 pixels and rate
of 1 frame/second.

Vascular ultrasound scans were performed with subjects
supine, at rest, in a quiet air conditioned room (22 –24 ).
A B-mode scan of the right brachial artery was obtained in
longitudinal section between 5 cm and 10 cm above the elbow
using a 13.0 MHz linear array transducer and a high resolution
ultrasound system (ESAOTE SpA Technos MPX and MyLab
25). The ECG trigger was used to obtain end-diastolic images.
Following a 1 min measurement of the baseline diameter, a cuff
(placed around the forearm just below the elbow) was inflated
for 5 min at 200 mmHg and then deflated to induce reactive
hyperemia. The diameter of the artery was then measured for 3
min and the FMD was calculated as the percent increase with
respect to the baseline.

The set of FMD sequences was used to test the performance
of the proposed method. A comparison with manual gold-stan-
dard analysis was made on a set of 160 images which were
extracted from twenty FMD sequences. Eight images were ex-
tracted from each sequence: four in the baseline; four in the post
occlusion phase at 60, 90, 120, and 150 s after the cuff deflation.
The dataset was analyzed both manually and automatically by
an expert. Both measurements were repeated twice in indepen-
dent runs and the mean between the two manual measures was
assumed to be the gold-standard. The manual analysis was car-
ried out in the same manner as in synthetic images. The auto-
matic measurement required the manual tracing of the contours
for each set of image coming from a single sequence. Regression
analysis and Bland–Altman plots [32] were used to compare the
results.

TABLE I
ERROR ANALYSIS (MEAN � SD) FOR THE SEQUENCE OF SYNTHETIC IMAGES

The inter/intra-observer variability of the method was tested
on four FMD sequences which contained 60 s of baseline and
180 s of acquisition subsequent to the cuff deflation, for a total
of 240 images per sequence. The dataset was analyzed by three
observers, each of whom repeated the measurement four times
in independent runs. The only task the observer had was to place
the starting borders, therefore, the position and dimensions of
the ROI were what caused the variability in the measure. The
coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated to quantify inter/
intra-observer variability.

The robustness, that is the capability of providing results
without apparent failures, was estimated by a qualitative clas-
sification of the set of 270 sequences. The sonographer who
carried out the examination made a judgment as to the quality
of the results depending on the presence of artifacts in the
diameter curve or failures in the contour tracking algorithm.

Finally, a comparison with another automatic method based
on the analysis of B-mode images was reported. This second
method, proposed by Beux et al. in [17], had been used at the
Department of Internal Medicine of the University of Pisa for six
years in clinical trials where a total of more than 1000 patients
were examined. The comparison was carried out on 20 FMD
sequences that an expert sonographer judged to be also suitable
for the analysis by Beux’s et al. method.

IV. RESULTS

A. Analysis of Synthetic Images

Let be the diameter measured in the th image of the se-
quence. The error committed in the assessment of the diameter
is

(6)

The mean and the standard deviation (SD) of this error for
both the manual and the automatic analysis are reported in the
first row of Table I. Results show that both measurements of the
diameter have a significant bias. The cause of this error can be
understood by looking at how the image is formed by starting
from the ultrasound signal. The envelope of the RF signal, in
fact, gives rise to smooth edges in correspondence to the borders
of the vessel and this shape of the gray level discontinuities pro-
voked the edge detector algorithm to converge at points which
are slightly shifted towards the internal region of the vessel.
Manual measurements were affected by a similar error as in this
case also the expert was looking for a gray level discontinuity.

The presence of a bias in the measure of the diameter is
not a problem in the assessment of absolute diameter changes

. On the contrary, this bias may be relevant
when the diameter value is used to compute relative diameter
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Fig. 7. Actual diameter (a) in the sequence of synthetic images and results of (b) manual analysis and (c) automatic analysis. (d) Diameter over five cardiac cycles
computed by automatic analysis on in vivo images. The plot qualitatively confirms the results of the simulation.

changes , such as in FMD examinations. This error
can be quantified as follows.

Let be the value computed from unbiased diameter
measures

(7)

Let us consider a diameter measure with a bias , that is
. The error we commit when computing the

FMD from biased diameter measures is

(8)

In our experimental condition, we had and
the mean error is 1.85 pixels for manual measurements and

2.36 pixels for automatic measurements. These values in (8)
give and respec-
tively, which are acceptable errors for this sort of examination.

The second row of Table I reports mean and SD of the error
we committed in the assessment of the relative diameter change

. In this case, the value was obtained as the mean
value of the diameters computed at images 1, 21, 41, 61, 81,
where . Results confirm the precision of automatic
analysis.

Having found that the mean values of the error were of the
same extent, it must be stated that, on the contrary, the SD was
considerably lower in automatic analysis, which was, therefore,
able to retrieve the absolute diameter change with greater preci-
sion. This result is also evident if we compare the curve of the

actual diameter Fig. 7(a) with the curves obtained by manual
analysis Fig. 7(b) and automatic analysis Fig. 7(c), respectively.

Analogous results were obtained in tests carried out on in vivo
images with experimental conditions similar to those of the sim-
ulation: 13 MHz linear array probe and an image resolution of
15.7 pixel/mm. Results may be affected by a bias (we did not
have a “true” measure of the brachial artery that confirmed this
statement) but a subpixel precision of the measure was clearly
obtained as the curve of the diameter change during the cardiac
cycle is correctly traced even when the difference between max-
imum and minimum is in the order of one pixel in size Fig. 7(d).

This experimentation was also used to set the parameters of
the edge detector. Larger domains provided more robust but
less accurate measures. The configuration we chose for the anal-
ysis was and and the number of
points at which the edge detector is computed in each border
was .

B. Analysis of Brachial Images

1) Comparison With Manual Analysis: The agreement be-
tween automatic and manual analysis was evaluated both in
terms of diameter and of %FMD. The latter was evaluated in
the post occlusion phases only, where the baseline diameter was
computed as the mean value between the four baseline mea-
sures. Results of regression analysis are shown in Fig. 8: slope
and intercept were not significantly different from 1 and 0, re-
spectively, for both measures. Fig. 9 shows the Bland–Altman
plots comparing automatic and gold-standard measurements.
The measure of the diameter has a bias of 0.60 pixels (95%
CI from 0.47 to 0.72 pixels), which confirms the results we
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Fig. 8. Regression analysis of our method versus gold standard in terms of (a) diameter and (b) %FMD.

Fig. 9. Bland–Altman plot of our method versus the gold standard in terms of (a) diameter and (b) %FMD.

found in synthetic images where the difference in the bias levels
was 0.51 pixels. The SD of the differences was 0.68 pixels. In
terms of %FMD, the bias between the two measurements was
negligible (0.07% with 95% CI from 0.22% to 0.36%) and the
SD of the difference was within acceptable error limits for this
sort of examination (1.31%).

The repeatability of the two measurements was analyzed
by Bland–Altman plots comparing the two manual ses-
sions [Fig. 10(a) and (b)] and the two automatic sessions
[Fig. 10(c) and (d)]. In both cases, the bias is not significantly
different from zero whereas the SD of the difference is greater
in the manual analysis ( for the diameter;

for the FMD) than in the automatic analysis
( for the diameter; for the
FMD).

2) Interobserver and Intraobserver Variability: The results
obtained by the three observers were compared both in terms of
diameter and of %FMD. The latter was computed in the 180 im-
ages of postocclusion with respect to a baseline value computed
in the first 60 images.

For a single observer, the CV of the four measurements per-
formed on each image was computed. The mean value and the
standard deviation of CV was reported both for the single se-
quences and for the whole set of images (first three rows of
Table II and Table III), and the latter was an evaluation of the in-

traobserver variability. The CV of the total of twelve measures
performed by the three observers on each image was then com-
puted, so as to quantify the interobserver variability (last row of
Table II and Table III).

The interobserver variability was affected by the fact that the
three observers could choose different ROIs in the image, where
the size of the artery was slightly different. These differences,
however, were rather small and were negligible when measuring
the %FMD. In conclusion, results show how the manual choice
of the starting borders does not significantly affect the measure-
ment of both the diameter and the %FMD.

3) Robustness: The results obtained by processing the whole
set of 270 sequences were qualitatively classified by an expert
sonographer. We considered the sequences where results did
not show evident artifacts both in the baseline and in the post
occlusion to be excellent (10%). In these cases, the maxima
vasodilation and the baseline value can be found automatically
on the diameter curve. Sequences where the system failed in
the computation of the diameter in only a few images were
classified as good (78%). These are cases where the patient
moved and the probe needed to be realigned. The diameter
curve showed small artifacts (1–3 s long) in correspondence to
these events, which, however, could be easily recognized and
manually discarded. In these examinations, possible failures of
the contour tracking algorithm were corrected by dragging the
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Fig. 10. Bland–Altman plots which compare the two manual measurements [(a) and (b)] and the two automatic measurements [(c) and (d)].

TABLE II
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE CV FOR THE DIAMETER MEASURE

TABLE III
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE CV FOR THE %FMD MEASURE

contour to the correct position. The sequences were classified
as sufficient (9%) when artifacts were more severe but the
diameter curves were however useful to quantify the %FMD.
In these examinations, possible failures of the contour tracking
algorithm were corrected by retracing the contours. When
the examination did not provide any clinical information, the
sequence was classified as poor (3%).

4) Comparison With a Previous Method: In the comparison
between the two automatic methods, all the images in the 60
s of baseline and in the 180 s subsequent to the cuff deflation
were processed. The correlation between the two sets of diam-
eter measures is high (0.992) but the regression analysis showed
slope and intercept which were significantly different from 1 and
0, respectively Fig. 11(a). This is due to the fact that the two
methods compute the diameter of the vessel in a significantly

different way. Our method finds the edge of the vessel at the
lumen-intima interface while the second finds the edge of the
vessel in proximity to the adventitia. The difference is more ev-
ident when we analyze the diameter measures by Bland–Altman
plot Fig. 12(a): the bias is as great as 12.6 pixels (Beux’s et
al. method provides larger values as it includes the thickness of
the tunica) and the SD of the difference is not small either (1.76
pixels). Besides this large bias, a certain lack of agreement in
the measure of the diameter can be understood however, if we
consider that the SD value is largely affected by the different
thickness in the tunica between the various sequences. This can
be observed by applying Bland–Altman statistic to the 20 se-
quences separately (i.e., on the 60 measures of baseline plus the
180 measures subsequent to the cuff deflation of a single se-
quence). Bias values ranged from 7.7 to 15.1 pixels, while
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Fig. 11. Regression analysis of our method versus Beux’s et. al. method in terms of (a) diameter and (b) %FMD.

Fig. 12. Bland–Altman plot of our method versus Beux’s et. al. method in terms of (a) diameter and (b) %FMD.

SDs where significantly lower: the SD ranged from 0.43 to 0.87
pixels, with a mean value of 0.65 pixels.

Regression analysis Fig. 11(b) and Bland–Altman plot
Fig. 12(b) comparing %FMD provide similar results.

Despite these observations, it is interesting nonetheless to
compare the two methods in terms of robustness, as the oldest
one have been successfully used for several years in a large
number of clinical studies. For this reason, an expert sonogra-
pher analyzed the results provided by the two systems and dis-
charged the images where the algorithms failed. Our method
failed in 5% of the 4800 images, while failures were 32% for
Beux’s et al. method. Moreover, while the former was able to
provide a significant result for all the sequences, the latter com-
pletely failed in two examinations.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A new method for real-time measurement of the brachial
artery diameter has been presented. Tests on synthetic images
showed how the new algorithm is able to obtain this measure
with high precision, so it can also retrieve the small variations
in size which are induced by the cardiac cycle. The method
was compared with a manual gold-standard analysis in in vivo
FMD examinations; the results confirmed the agreement of the
two measurements and higher precision and repeatability of the
automatic analysis. Tests repeated by three expert sonographers

on a set of images showed a low intra/inter observer variability
of the method and clinical studies with a total of 270 patients
were used to evaluate its robustness. The method was also com-
pared with a previous automatic method based on the analysis
of B-mode images and the results showed that the robustness of
the new method is greater. However, the comparison also high-
lighted how the two methods provide rather different measures
of the diameter and consequently different FMD values.

The difficulty in measuring the brachial artery diameter in
B-mode ultrasound images is due to a poor definition of the
artery walls and to the presence of speckle noise. In this sit-
uation, an automatic technique based on edge detection might
give unsatisfactory results because of the limits of a local anal-
ysis, which is affected by low-level features of the images. A
previous paper stressed this issue and proposed a solution based
on image registration [20], which is a global analysis strategy.
In this paper we faced the problem by means of an edge de-
tector operator which was computed on rather large domains.
This choice makes the mathematical operator itself more robust
to both the noise and the artifacts due to the poor definition of
the discontinuities.

However, the size of the operator does not allow us to make
a distinction between lumen-intima boundary (LIB) and media-
adventitia boundary (MAB) as the artery wall is seen as a single
discontinuity. Our experience suggests that it is very difficult to
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obtain a good and reliable automatic distinction between the two
boundaries. Indeed, the intima-media thickness of the brachial
artery is sometimes so small that the tunica appear almost as a
single structure. For these reasons we opted for a more regional
approach, which ensured greater robustness and precision of the
method. Our edge detector converges to the LIB when the in-
tima tunica is visible, a condition which is desirable because it
ensures that the imaging plane is bisecting the vessel [2] and
which can be obtained easily enough with modern ultrasound
equipment [33]. In the cases where the intima is barely visible or
even invisible, the algorithm converges to the MAB. Nonethe-
less, with the technique we proposed, explicit information on
how the diameter will be computed is provided to the sonogra-
pher even before the examination is started.

The presence of the intima in only a part of the sequence re-
mains, nonetheless, a source of error. The sonographer must try
to prevent the problem by constantly adjusting the position of
the probe so as to maintain the consistency of the image, which
is the main issue in FMD examinations. This is generally pos-
sible, even if sometimes, especially when the LIB is intermit-
tently present, the problem can cause artifacts in the diameter
curve. The sonographer must take into account these artifacts
when analyzing the diameter curve to compute the %FMD.

Another source of potential error may be a variation in the
wall thickness during the examination. However, the extent of
this variation [33] is not so great as to suggest that this is a limita-
tion to the technique we adopted. A further potential problem is
the presence of bias in the measure of diameter, which is a draw-
back common to all measurement methods, including manual
analysis. We quantified the bias in the experimentation we car-
ried out on synthetic images, where the value of the diameter
was known a priori. We found that the amount of bias was not
such as to lead to significant errors in the computation of the
%FMD.

The use of the method in FMD clinical studies highlighted
several advantages of real-time analysis. The saving of time and
the simplicity of the system, which does not require storing and
retrieving of large image sequences, are the more evident. An-
other important aspect related to the real-time analysis is that
the performance of the algorithm can be assessed before the ex-
amination is started. This means that the sonographer can op-
timize the image (even refocus it at a different section of the
artery) until the result is satisfactory, and subsequently start the
examination. The feedback is also important while the exami-
nation is in progress to correct the inevitable movements of the
patient. By looking at the borders which are returned by the con-
tour tracking algorithm, the sonographer can easily understand
if the measurement is being carried out correctly and can act on
the position of the probe when artifacts occur. These aspects of
real-time analysis proved to be very important in order to in-
crease the robustness of the examination.

As regards the hardware platform we adopted in this paper, a
DSP video board proved to be a very powerful and flexible so-
lution. The implementation of the algorithms was fairly simple
and real-time performances were obtained by using only a frac-
tion of the CPU load, leaving space for further developments of
the procedure. The hardware device can be easily connected to
any ultrasound equipment provided with an analog video output.

At present, 15 European research centers are successfully using
the method with different ultrasound systems.

The method we propose still requires manual intervention
when the contour tracking algorithm fails. In FMD examina-
tions, this is typically due to a movement of the patient which
provokes the algorithm to converge to a wrong discontinuity of
the image. These errors are corrected while the examination is in
progress by repositioning the contour, but the operation could be
automated and most of these errors could be prevented by using
a motion estimation technique. Nevertheless, a number of exam-
inations carried out in clinical trials show some artifacts in the
diameter curve. At present, we manually discharge the points
where these artifacts occur, as we found that this operation can
be easily carried out by the sonographer once the examination
is over. An algorithm for the automatic elimination of these out-
liers could be added to improve the objectivity of the results.
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